No. KM 578932

The licence is granted to:

TVITEC (Técnicas De Vidrio Transformado, S.L.)
Polígono Industrial El Bayo
Parcela I, 19
Cubillos del Sil
León
24492
Spain

In respect of:
BS EN 1279-2 & BS EN 1279-3
Insulating Glass Units

This issues the right and licence to use the Kitemark in accordance with the Kitemark Licence Conditions of Contract governing the use of the Kitemark, as may be updated from time to time by The British Standards Institution, and as approved by the Registrar under the Trade Marks Act 1994 (the “Conditions”). All defined terms in this Licence shall have the same meaning as in the Conditions.

The use of the Kitemark is authorized in respect of the Product(s) detailed on this Licence provided at or from the above address.

For and on behalf of BSI:

Gary Fenton, Global Assurance Director

First Issued: 29/02/2012
Latest Issue: 29/02/2012
No. KM 578932

BS EN 1279-2: 2002
BS EN 1279-3: 2002

Insulating glass units

Part 2 Long term test method and requirements for moisture penetration.

Part 3 Long term test method and requirements for gas leakage rates and for gas concentration tolerances.

This Kitemark Licence is valid only for units manufactured using the components listed on the following System Descriptions and covers Plain units.

System Description Reference – TVITEC – Dated 31 January 2012